Roles of universal three-dimensional image analysis devices that assist surgical operations.
The circumstances surrounding medical image analysis have undergone rapid evolution. In such a situation, it can be said that "imaging" obtained through medical imaging modality and the "analysis" that we employ have become amalgamated. Recently, we feel the distance between "imaging" and "analysis" has become closer regarding the imaging analysis of any organ system, as if both terms mentioned above have become integrated. The history of medical image analysis started with the appearance of the computer. The invention of multi-planar reconstruction (MPR) used in the helical scan had a significant impact and became the basis for recent image analysis. Subsequently, curbed MPR (CPR) and other methods were developed, and the 3D diagnostic imaging and image analysis of the human body have started on a full scale. Volume rendering: the development of a new rendering algorithm and the significant improvement of memory and CPUs contributed to the development of "volume rendering," which allows 3D views with retained internal information. A new value was created by this development; computed tomography (CT) images that used to be for "diagnosis" before that time have become "applicable to treatment." In the past, before the development of volume rendering, a clinician had to mentally reconstruct an image reconfigured for diagnosis into a 3D image, but these developments have allowed the depiction of a 3D image on a monitor. Current technology: Currently, in Japan, the estimation of the liver volume and the perfusion area of the portal vein and hepatic vein are vigorously being adopted during preoperative planning for hepatectomy. Such a circumstance seems to be brought by the substantial improvement of said basic techniques and by upgrading the user interface, allowing doctors easy manipulation by themselves. The following describes the specific techniques. Future of post-processing technology: It is expected, in terms of the role of image analysis, for better or worse, that computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) will develop to a highly advanced level in every diagnostic field. Further, it is also expected in the treatment field that a technique coordinating various devices will be strongly required as a surgery navigator. Actually, surgery using an image navigator is being widely studied, and coordination with hardware, including robots, will also be developed.